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Abstract 
In a recent work of ours we have solved the problem of the minimization of the 
spectral radius of the i?eration matrix of a p-cyclic successive overrelaxation (SOR) 
method for the solution of the linear system Ax = h. when the matrix A is block p-cyclic 
consistently ordered, for what is known as the “omymittt” problem, for any p 2~ 3. 
Particular cases of the “one-point” problem were solved by Young, Varga. Kj+:&rg, 
Kredell, Russell and others. In the present work we develop a theory using the rest&s of 
our previous one and solve first the ‘.‘tw-point” problem special cases of which were 
solved by WigIcy, Eiermanu, Niethammer. Ruttan, Noutsos and others. Secondly. we 
generalize and extend our theory to cover the “~t~tn~-~~~tti’~ problem and develop a 
Young-E&on’s type algorithm for its solution. As possible application areas we 
mention among others the best block p-cyclic ~pa~~tjo~ng for the S0R method a& 
the solution of large scale systems arising in queueing network problems in Markor 
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In this work we consider the block SOR method for the solution of large 
linear systems that have matrix coefficients possessing a block p-cyclic struc- 
ture. Given 
Ax = b. A E G”‘“. X.6 E C” (1.1) 
and the block decomposition 
A=D-L-i: (1.2) 
where 0, L and U are nonsingular block dusgonal, strictly Iower and stricdy 
upper triangular matrices, the block SOR method for any M # 0 is defined as 
follows: 
x(“*“‘) r= Y,,$“‘) + c, @r -. 0. 1 -7 , ....t (I.31 
where 
A@,,> := (D - 0A)-‘i( 1 - t0)D + d], c := 0~fD - OdjL)-‘b (1.4) 
and ~9’) E C” arbitrary. 
For arbitrary coeffjcient matrix A, little is known about the value of the real 
(optimal) relaxation factor ~$1 E (0.2) that minimizes the spectral radius of P’,,,, 
denoted by ~(2’,~,). However, when A has the block pcychc structure 
A ZZ (1.5) 
more is known. Let D be defined by D E d~g(~t~, An,. . . , A,,,,). Then the 
associated block Jacobi iteration matrix J11 E 2 - De’A has the form 
0 0 0 *.* & 
B: 0 0 **’ 0 
. (I.6) 
. * * . . * . . 1) 
Following Vdrga [21] we call the Form ( i .6) ~~&j~ cJ&c uf’i&e:;p, and A in 
( i -5) Mock p-cyclic wns&te~tlq’ tmkwd. For such matrices Varga [2 1 j proved 
the relationship 
between the eigenvalues 11 of.!, and i, of P’<.,, generalizing 
for p = 2 [25]. 
Under the further assum@ion that all the eigenvalues 
Young’s relationship 
of J; satisfy 
Young and Varga determined the unique optimal values for the parameter CYA 
denoted from now on by c;J (see alsc [--._ 33 76.1 f). Similar results have been ob- 
tained {see [ 12,14.15,23.4]) for the c;lse where the eigenvalues of Jj!J’ are non- 
positive satisfying 
The two cases above are particular cass of the one-point problem. Until 
very recently when our work appeared [S]. the most general case for the one- 
point problem that was solved ([ 1~,19~) was for p = 2 when the spectrum of Jz, 
the cr(&), is complex and lies 
imaginary axes and strictly 
in a rectangle symmetric w.r.t. the real and 
within the infinite unit strip. 
So far, particular cases of the two-point problem were considered and solved 
for c@“) real in 1241, for p = 2, and in [2.17). for p 3 3. The only case where a 
many-point problem was solved was the one by Young and Eidson f27f (see 
also [26]), for p = 2. 
For the solution of all the arising minimization problems one uses confor- 
mal =.ctpping transformations based on Eq. (1 .?I. In these mappings, one deals 
with ellipses for p = 2 and with F-cyclic hy~y~l~ids for p 3 3 [16,23] referred 
to as **/z~~xw” from now on. 
The recent work on the best block pcyclic repartitioning (see [13,18.2,3]) 
and that on the solution of iarge systems arising i.;l queueing network problems 
in Markov analysis (see [S-lo]) require the optimiztition of the convergence of 
the pcyclic SOR for more complex spectra n(J,). It is the objective of this 
pal.,x to analyze, study and solve the more genei*al problem ofthe minimiza- 
tion of the spectral radius of the SOR matrix of the many-point problem case, 
for 7 2 3. or, equivalently, to determhp: the associated optimal hypo that 
solves it. in [S] it was proved that if an optimal (convergent) SOR exists that 
solves the one-point n~i~imization problem the 5OR in question will be asso- 
ciated with a shortened (or a cusped) hypo. Therefore stretched hypos will not 
be considered here. 
Our work is organized as follows. In Section 2 some background material 
consisting of the main results in [s] is presented. In Section 3 so;ne new 
background material is developed necessary for the solution of our problems. 
In SecGons 4 and 5 we present the soiutions to the two-point and the many- 
point problem and give Young-Eidson’s type algorithms for their numerical 
solution. Finally, in Section 6. a number of numerical examples are presented. 
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To begin with our analysis let ..%‘ be the class of all p-cyclic hypos that are 
symmetric w.r.t. the real axis. The parametric equations of any member H E &@ 
are given by the expressions 
XVI I;= !T.e cost+ b-a 2 - cos(p-- l)t, 2 
big . 
y(t) = -7 sint+ 
b-a 
- sin&- 1)t 
2 (2.1) 
with t E [G, 2x) (see, e.g., [2G] or [23]), and b and a being the “‘real ” and the 
“~~a~inar~ semiaxes of II. In view of the p-cyciic symmetry of H the analysis 
can be restricted to t E [G,$. Then, the associated arc of H lies in the last (2p)- 
anr while the real and the imaginary semiaxes of H lie along the real positive 
semiaxis and the ray with argument -F, respectively. 
-_ Let P be a yint of the complex plane strtctly within its (2p)th open (2@-ant 
with polar coordinates (r, jr), r ;z 0, - f c JI c 0% The Cartesian coordinates of 
P(cx, 8) will satisfy 
P d=rcos#, /l=rsinJl, when tanJI=;, r=(rl?+@)ii2. (2.2) 
Let N.* denote the class of all the hypos through P and & denote any 
member of it. Suppose that P(r, @) {or P’(r, -$I)) E t$Jp) and that c(&) is 
contained in the intersection of the closures of all Hp’s. 
Let t = 0 be the value of the parameter co~esponding to the point P of an 
HP with semiaxes b and a. From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.1) it can be obtained that 
CI = 9 cosO+~ cosCp- 118, fl= -9 sin@+? sinCp- l)O, 




b and a it is that the semiaxes of any HP are given by the 
b = r cos 
cos($ 
From Eq. (2.4) we have that either b > r > a or b c r < a, in which case the 
hypo is said to be of typ 1 or type If, respectively. The limiting case b = r = a 
is a circle. From [SJ it is known that there exists a unique pair of cusped hypos 
H’ of type I and II with values of 0 denoted by @t and Bu, respectively. Ot and 
Ott are the unique values of t satisfying 
tanG J= 6- 1) sinff sinb- l)t -- 
I x -cp - 1) cost + cos(p - l.)t ‘. 
respectively, Furthermore, for (1~ and @u there hold 
Let bt and 01 = $61 (resp. btt and au = $$bu) be the real and the imagi- 
nary semiaxes of the cusped hypo HP f (resp. H’ II). Then Eq. (2.4) and the 
analysis in [S] (see Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5) imply that between the elements 
8, b, a of any HP there exists a “‘one-rc-orre” correspondence. Specifically, each 
of them is a strictly monotone and continuous function of either of the other 
two. These monotone behaviors are shown in Table 1, which is part of Table 1 
of [5J. Also, in Fig. 1 four hypos through a point P in the last (2p)-ant are 
depicted. The two cusped ones and also two others one of type I and the other 
of type IL 
From the theory of pcyclic SOR, to guarantee convergence, the point (X,0) 
of the complex plane must not belong to the closure of the interior of the as- 
sociated hypo Hp. A sufficient and necessary condition for that is b < 1. 
Consequently, if 1 <big < bi there is no hypo HP that is associated with a 
convergent SOR. However, if Brt < 1 Gbt or bu < bt < 1 all HP’S with 
b f [bu, mini 1, bi)] \ ( 1) will be associated with convergent SORs. 
As is known (see e.g., [23,2]) the elements of a (convergent} SOR, namely its 
relaxation factor w and its spectral radius 
are related to the real and the imaginary semiaxes of a hypo that contains of 
in the closure of its interior through the relationships 





Monotone behavior of any of b. a, D as a function of any of the other two ekments 
(2.9) 
Type of TYPO cusped II Shortened II CircIe Shortened f Cusped I 
0 b,, b, 4 b, - 
Fig. I. Hypes through a given point P in the last @)_ctttt 
fn [5j it is proved that the semiaxes h and <I of ah t% hypos hfP are twice 
continuously differentiable functions of 0 E (ftrt, (It). The same is true for a 
w.r.t. b and vice versa in their respective intervals. Two useful formulas from 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of [S] are given below: 
D := + = b@ - 0 - 2)bl $ < 0. (1 := lrtfl ‘=:  2e 
db [Cp - 2)~ - ph] dA Iph - @ - 2)n] ’ ” 
@:= ~ot~~~). (2.10) 
Using (2.g)-(2.9) and iutrodl~~ing the symbol s to denote either of the two 
quantities 
x :z 
on elimi~tion of :o from t$e equations in (2.9) we obtain 
0 :== &Y) E (h - u,)*$ - 2u + h + (I = 0. - 
(2.11) 
I2.12) 
Summarizing the str;rs?<ct.cnts and. the conclusions of Theorems 4.5-4.8 of [S] 
we give in the theorem below the statement that will constitute the key to our 




/V&Y As is shown in f5] al1 the well-known formulas associated with optimal 
p-cyclic SOR cases mentioned in the introduction can be produced as limiting 
cases from Theorem 2.1 I 
3. Further study of the hy~yc~oids 
We begin QUF analysis with the question of whether two distinct (shortened) 
hypos can have mofe than one common points in the last ($)-ant of the 
complex plane. For this we prove the lemma below where to simplify our 
notation further we will use “A w 8’ to denote that the two quantities A and B 
are such that sign(d) = sign(R). 
Proof. First, we fmd the slope of the tangent to a hypo Hp at P. For this, since 
d_v/dr = (d~/d~)(dr/d ) Y , we differentiate each of the equations in (2 t) w.r.t.t, 
form d_v/du and then replace t by !I to obtain 
@+a) cos!t--p- I)jh-a) coscI,- l)ll 
A- 
(A+67) sin@-+b- !)(5--ft) sin&- I)0 (3.1) 
from which it is clear that (dy/dr)/,_,, is a function of h E [!&,hJ. Next, we 
different~te d_v/&/,_, w.r.t. h, omit the positive denominator, form all eight 
products in each of the two nlultipli~tions involved and sum up similar terms 
to obtain eventually 
94 
Replacing sinpt? and cosp0 above by $$ and 9, respectively, where 
c = cot,@, using the expr+ons for L) and 0’ from (2.10) and multiplying by 
the poattve expression 
some manipulation 
v tpb - Cp - 2)4, since $ E (y , +), we have after 
that 
hl N (~--$)(~-~, <o. (3.3) 
The result just obtained effectively proves our statement. ??
Based on Lemma 3.1 the following statement can be proved. 
Theorem 3.2. Any two diskct hypes from the class 9 
cofninon point in the iusr (2p)-ant of the compkx pIme. 
most one 
proof. Consider two hypos HI s Hz f X’ with real semiaxes IF,, 82 such that 
bi < b2. Suppose that HI and Hz have at Icast two common points P and P’ in 
the (2p)-ant in question and let P and P’ be consecutive poirzts of them. By 
virtue of Lemma 3.1, the slope of the ta?igent to Hz is less thau that of HI at 
both points P and P’. On the other hdnd since the curves HI and H2 intersect 
each other at the consecutive points P and P’, then, if at P the slope of the 
tangent of HI is less than that of Hz then at P’ the slope of the tangent of E: 
must be greater than or equil! to that of Hz. This contradicts our hypothesis 
that bl < bz. 0 
As an immediate conclusion, WC” have the following coroliary of Theorem 
3.2. 
Coroliary 3.3. TI2e optimum solution !o the one-point ~~o~l~n~ is the opt~~i 
soiurion to the probiem when the spectrum of the associated Jacobi matrix Jp lies 
in the intersection of the cIosures of the two cusped hypo.~ &rough the point P. 
Suppose now that we are given two points PI (Q, I,&) and P~(Q, JIz 1 FW~ ihat 
rl,rZ > 0 and - f < I/+ c JII < 0. To find the condition~s) thai guar%ntee ex- 
istence of a hypo passing through both points we consider the pair of cusped 
hypos through PI. Let b 11.1, ~11.1 and bi.t, at.1 be the real and the imaginary 
semiaxes of the two cusped hypos that belong to the class JF’#~. If there exkts a 
hypo that passes through both Pi and P2 it will belong to both classes H.#, and 
N,&. The hypo in question, with real and imaginary semiaxes b and a, re- 
spedtively, as a member of JF ,+, will be denoted by either Hi(b) or I&(a). 
Obviously, the semiaxes of HI(~) will satisfy the relationships, bu,l c b < b1.l 
and a1.t < L( c Q~J. (We have excluded the case of Pz being on one of the two 
cusped hypos through P: 1s trivial.) By Theorem 3.2 and the previous rela- 
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tionships, the hy?o f&(b) will be such that its two arcs &Pt and &A,. where 
(b, 0) and (a, - 5) are the polar coordinates of & and A,, must lie strictly in the 
interior of the two curvilinear triangles BJ,,,.,P&,~,~ and Acr,,PIAalt.l, respectively. 
In view of& < #l:. this implies that if H{(b) belongs to the class JF,+ then the 
point P2 must lie in the interior of the curvilinear triar;@e &,.~&&,.~. 
After the above ana!ysis we can sisi ?P and prove the foliowing theorem. 
Theorem 3.4, Let PI (t-i ( t/t, ) und Pz(rz, &) be tw points su& that rI , r2 > 0 and 
-;<&<I41 co. Ler aZ.so H(611.l) 3 H(arr.r ) cz -)I”pl atzd W(bl,i) E 
Hfai.1) E X.9, be the crcsped hypes through Pt. Let a similar notation he 
adoptgd~ar the two arspcd hJ?pos through Pz. Suppose that pi, lies strictly in the 
interior of the cl~~~ilinea~ triangle A,,, PI A,,,, , where the points A,,,, and&,,,, hate 
polar coordktates (q.l , - 3) and faii.l, - “1, respe~ti~~~i~. Tlrrir, there exis!r a 
unique hypo that passes t~~~~~~t both PI aid 9. 
F%vJ& Consider the two hypes k&(u& and Hl(an.t) and let hj’) and @ be 
their respective real semiaxes. Next, consider the Tao hypes &(f;:“) and 
~2(~(‘)) and let a”’ and a#’ 
f#t (a[$ and HI (ai? 
be their imaginary semiaxes. Then, consider 
j and let bi2’ and @ be their real semiaxes, and so on. By 
this procedure, two sequences of nested intervals are generated that satisfy the 
following two set relationships: 
[“G-f) t-11 
t-1 9 (111 1 := [Qt.,,u,,J] 3 [Q$Qc’] := [Qr.zlQ~f.2] 3 [&&] 3 [Q;2J.u;;f 2 . * - * 
The left and the right endpoints of the above two set sequences yield four 
sequences of numbers two of which art; &kify increasing and bounded above 
while the othrr two sequences are strictly decreasing and bounded below. 
Specifically. the sequence {ljr:))jz_, is strictly increasing and bounded above by 
any term of the sequence (bi ))rz_I which, in turn, is strictly decreasing and 
bounded below by any term of :Ix form,, arc seqtteuce. A completely analogous 
conclusion holds for the two sequences {ar’ 2 STS_t and (a;:’ )F=_ t. Consequently, 
If b* < b** then, in view of Table 1, IVi(b*) f N!(b*“), a’” < a* and the 
previous procedure can continue on. Therefore, b” < 6*” cannot be true. Hence 
b* = b”” and Ml@*) zz Ht(b**), a** = a*. This proves the existence of a hypo, 
denoted by Wl.2, that passes through both points PI and Pz. ‘l%e uniqueness of 
this hypo is guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. Cl 
4. The solution to the c%wo-point~’ problem 
Suppose that the points Pr (Q , +, ) and P&z. &) are given and are such that 
i’r.i’:! > 0 and -f < JIZ < J/r < 0. Suppose also that these points and/or their 
symmetric ones ;WT the real axis are the images of two eigenvalues of @,,), the 
spectrum of the Jacobi matrix ,I,,. Finally, suppose that ~(..I,) lies in the inter- 
section of the closures of the iitteriors of the iwo pairs of cusped hypos through 
PI and P:. The question that arises i~ whether one can find an opiima! con- 
vergent SOR method, if it exists, based on the info~ation about G&). 
If max {bnl. bl1.2) 2 1, then at least one of Pt and Pz will lie on or outside the 
closure of the interior of the cusped hypo II through the point Bf 1.0). which 
separates the region of convergence from the region of divergence of the 
p-cyclic SCER method. Therefore, there exists no convergent SOR assotiated 
with the pair of the given points. If max (h u.t,hn:!} c I, then there will exist 
convergent SORs associated with either Pr or I$. Speciticahy, if Pz lies in the 
intersection of the closures of the interiors of the two cusped hypos that belong 
to -5? 9, , then by Corollory 3.4 the optimal solution will be that of tne one-point 
problem for PI. The sit~tion is reversed if the roles of P! and Pz are inter- 
changed. 
T5e case considered in Theorem 3.4 is covered by the theorem below. 
Proof. Let x@j. h E [bg~.I.hi. I] and x2(h), b f [btt.~,ht.:i denote the vatues of 
_rrqf Theorem 2.1 associated with the hypos HI (&) and i;‘:(h), respectively. Let 
; oI and hl be the values of b at which xl(h) and .~(h) attain their minimum 
values. Let also ht.2 be the real semiaxis of the unique hypo Hi.1 through PI and 
9. From Theorem 2.1 it is known that xt (ci‘) strictly decreases in [but, &] and 
strictly increases in [ht. min(h,.t, l)], whik* .Q@) behaves similarly in the 
respective intervals for 6. In view of Theorem 3.2 the following three cases can 
occur: 
L 
(i) ht < ht.,, (ii) hr.2 < &, {iii) & < hr.2 < 6,. (4.1) 
Zn (l.:(i)) fii contains Pz in the closure of its interior, in (4.l(ii)) & contains Pi 
in the closure of its interior. while in (Q.l(iii)) neither fir or & contains the 
o$er point in the closure of its interior. It is then readily found out that the 
opt~;nization protrlem 
for the three casts in (4. i ). is solved for 
respectivety. El 
Fig. 2 de&ET the three cases of a two-point optimal hypo. In each case both 
optimal hypos throug~~ the points Pi and Pz are drawn together with the unique 
hypo through PI a;ld &. In Fig. 2(a) the optimal hypo is fit. in 2ib) it is & and 
in 2(c) it is h;,~. 
Remark. Let P be the point of inrerscction of the cusped hypos I through Pi 
and II through P?. By virtue of Theorem 3.2. one can observe that ia alP three 
cases of Theorem 4.1 the curve-sided triangle Pi FP2, defined by the arcs of the 
cusped hypos I through ft. II through Pz, and the hypo HI.?, lies in the closure 
of the interior of the optimal hypo & of the t:vo points. This sugges& that the 
region in the (2p)-ant considered in the beginning of this SC :tion as the one 
containing b(J,) may be extended to the curvilinear pOly@Jn UBlr,lPgf”l& 
whose curved sides &t.lP~, P#z. and PzAl.2 are the corresponding arcs of the 
cusped hypo II through 9. of Ht.2, and of the cusped hypo I through 9. 
respectively. 
Fig. 2. Optimal two-point hypes. 
A&r: The reader may have noticed the complete analogy between the so- 
lution to the two-point problem just given and the solution to the two-point 
problem given by Young and Eidson for p = 2 (see [27,26] or 1171). 
Before we give in pseudocode the algorithm for the solution to the t*o-point 
problem (as in [7]) we give the algorithm for the solution to the one-point 
problem from fs]. This_is done for completeness and, furthermore, because 
when an optimal hypo Hj or fi is referred to, one shoutd bear in mind that at 
least a major part of ttre one-point problem algorithm is supposed to be apptied 
for some of the elements of the hypo in question to be determined. 
Algorithm 1. One-point problem 
Given the (polar) coordinates of the point P as in Sec?ion 2, Section 3 and 
Section 4; 
Determine 8rr from (2.6) and then brt from (2.4); 
if bll Zs ! then 
NO CONVERGENT SOR EXISTS; S&OR; 
endifi 
Determine 6 *- .- 01 from (2.5) and then 61 from (2.4); 
if bf > 1 then 
Determine I)( i??1 from (2.4) by setting b := 1; Set 6 := 9!t.e,; 
end& 
Determine e f (Ott, 6) from (2.13); Determine f from (2.14); 
Determine b and ii using 0 from (2.4); Determine ci, := &; p(.9~) := P; 
end of Algorithm 1; 
The two-point problem algorithm is as follows: 
Algorithm 2. Two-point problem 
Given the (polar) coordinates of the points PI and Pz as in the beginning of 
the present section. Assume that br1,2 < btt.t < br,l < bt.2 and bh,t < 1; 
De,fermine Ht.2; -Determine Hi; . 
ifbt<b,,z thenjF!zHI; 
else Determine H2; . A 
ifbia<b2 then H =Hz; 
eke fi E Hi.2; 
end& 
endii 
Determine C;, := 2q@ + fq; p(z&J := 9’; 
Note: Ry “Determine HQ” etc we mean that all the elements of the hypo 
that are to be used later on are determined; among others: bt.2, CIQ, 
x1.2 zr x(b1.2) of (2.12) etc. For the dete~~nation of these elements the 
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numericA solution to the two problems stated below is useful. 
lution which may be guessed the reader is referred to [6]. 
For their So- 
Problem I. Given a hypo H E Z, defined by its real and in~aginary semiaxes b 
andafh/aE IP-2/~,p/~-2]),andapointq(rl,J11) (rt >O, -F<+t CO}. 
Determine whether 31 lies strictly in the interior of H, on H or outside the 
closure of the interior of it _ * 
Probiem Ii: Given two points Pt and Pz in the last (2p)-ant defined as in 
Theorem 3.4. Determine the elements of the unique hype Hr.2 that passes 
through them. 
5. The solution b the ~~ma~~n~jnt” problem 
Before we develop an algorithm for the s&don to the many-point problem 
we go through some preliminary procedure in order to make sure that in the 
algorithm we will consider only those eigenvalues ofJ, that may play a role to 
the solution of ihe problem. For this, the eigenvaiues to be eventually retained 
will be in a relative position w,r.t. each other similar to the one c~onsidered in the 
solution to the two-point problem (see, e.g.. Theorem 3.4 or Theorem 4.1). The 
basic steps that are to bc followed for this procedure are the three steps below: 
S&p 1: Suppose that all the “eigenvalues” (eigenvalues of JP in the last 
(2p)-ant and/or images of the symmetric of the eigenvalues of 3’ in the first 
(2p)-ant, w.r.t. the real axis) are given by their polar coordinates 
pi(ri, #$, j = 1(1)/r. Suppose also that these eigenvalues have been ordered in 
a decreasing order of their arguments, that is 0 B $, & ez 2 *. . 
> qk >/ - (n/p). If two or more eigenvalues have the same argument, we 
retain the one which corresponds to rite largest polar radius, discard all the 
others and relabel the remaining eigenvalues. Let ki be the number of the ei- 
gehvalues in the new set. 
s’tep 2: For convergent SORs associated with the set of the kj eigenvalues, ail 
of them must lie in the closed interior of the curvilinear triangle O&4, whose 
vertices (in polar coordinates) are the points O(O, 0). B( LO) and 
AWCp - 21, -@r/P)), except on the curved side &4 (the cusped hypo II through 
B( 1,O)). For this we find the real semiaxes buJ, j = 1 (I)kl, of the cusped hypes 
II that pass through each of the points pi, j = I(1 )kl. If bud 3 1, for some j, 
then t10 convergent SOR associated with the set of the kl eigenvalues exists. 
S&p 3: In case we have convergent SORs assuciated with the X-t eigenvalues, 
we reorder and relabel the eigenvalues so that the real semiaxes of the cusped 
hypes II through them are in a noninc~sing order, that is 
trtt.r 3 ht.2 3 - q ?? 3 hi,. In case of equality we retain the eigenvalue corre- 
sponding to the smallest I,&=~: discard all the others and relabel. Let kz be the 
number of the remaining eigenvalues. Then, we determine the real semiaxes of 
the cusped hypos f through the kz points. Let them be denoted by 
!I*./. j = 1 (I )A-& If b,$.r z bI.j, for some j, we discard the point Pi and relabel. 
Let k3 be the number of the remaining eigenvalues, (NUW To simplify the 
notation we drop the index 3 from k~ and assume that we end up with a number 
of eigenvalues denoted by the same symbol k.) 
After the three preliminary steps have been curried out the ordering of the 
real semiaxes of the cusped hypos I and Ii for the rem~~ining eigenvatues 
4% j= l(l)& will be 
As one can find out we are in a more general situation than that described in 
the two-point probiem (see, e.g., Thorcm 3.4 or Theorem 4.1). In other words, 
for any two points Pi,. Pj2. 1 <jr < jz < k, Pjz lies strictly within the culvilinear 
triangle f$At.,j,Aujl. The two vertices Ar.1, and Attti, have polar coordinates 
(0, - 2)/P)bl.,, 7 --(4~1) and W.P - WW, t -(x/p), respectively, while the 
curved sides Q4tJ, and P”,&, me the arcs of the cusped hypos I and II 
through the point Pi,. (Nm: If at any stage of the three prelin~i~ry steps any 
number k, A-r, kz. or k~ is equal to 2 or 1, then we are in the cast of the two- or 
the one-point problem and Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 1, respectively, must be 
applied. So, for the apptication of the many-point problem algorithm it will be 
assumed that the final k 2 3.) 
In the sequel the solution to the following optimization problem, which is 
the complete analog to the one in (4.2). is sought 
min 
hE/hrj ~mhfb~~.i !! 
IlWX {.q(h). j = ! (!)k}. 
In Theorem 5. I below, the existence of an 
Theorem 5.2 its uniqueness is established. 
optimal hmo is proved while in 
(52) 
Pmof. The existence of a hype that solves our problem and passes through at 
least one of the points 4 is almoji. ‘ obvious. For this consider the class of 
cusped hypos II with real semiaxis b E (0, 1) that are such that each of them 
contains all the k points (eigenvalues) in the closure of its interior. Obviously, 
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all the hypos of the class in question are associated with convergent SORs and 
the smallest of them with, say h = b. will pass through one or more than one 
points of the set of the k points. In the latter case the proof is concfuded. In the 
former case suppose that the cusped hypo II of the ~‘Iass, with b = b, passes 
through the point F/ of the set. If yf(h) is the optimaf hypo for the point pi then 
we are done. Otherwise, we go on starting with H;(b), which is a member of the 
family of hypes I.+,, and consider only members of this_famiiy .W;.+, by 
continuously increasing the real semiaxis h from the value h. Consider only 
those hypos that contain the set of k points in the ciosures of their interiors. 
Obviously, one of two things will happen first. Either the real semiaxis will 
assume its optimal value for the point Pi or there wilt be a value of b such that 
the corresponding hypo wili pass through a second point. This concludes the 
proof. ill 
Proof. The possible candidates for the optimal hypo are among the k + (“1) 
hypos of Theorem 5.1. Suppose that for some j E (I, 2.. . . .A) the optimal 
hypo H’ contains all the k poin ts i;; :XI: cfosure of its interior, then this hipo is 
the optimal one for the entire set. To prove it, consider first any other optimal 
hypo tit for another point Pr. I E ( I. 2, . _ . ,li) \ (j). By Theorem 4.1 Ci, wiIl be 
the optimal hypo for any two-point problem involving the pairs of points 
($,fi), I = 1(1)X-, I # j. Suppose next that there exists a hypo different from 
HI passing through two points pj! f &. f <j, < jz <k ji .j:! f j, of the set and 
containing all the k points in the closure of its interior. Then we consider the 
homothetic hypo to Hj,dz, w.r.t. the origin, passing through cj* i?j. which is 
better than H& but cannot be better than cj* Consequently, we come to the 
same conclusion that is Pij is the best hypo for the entire set. 
Suppose now that there is no hypo fij, j = I (I)k, that contains all the k 
points in the closure of its interior. Then the optimal hypo will be one of the 
HiJz*s 1 <jr < jz <AC. Our cfaim is again that the optimal one is unique. 
Suppose that there are two (or more) distinct hypos Hj,, and Hi,$*. where 
jr,j3.j3,j.+E {I.&.... k}, jl < jz, jj < j.g and jt < j3. that solve the optimi- 
zation problem fS.2). For this solution it will be .$bj8tjz) =.~(~h.iJ. We note 
that for these twc, +ypo~ it cannot be Fi, ? Q or pi? rz fia. For if pi, E Pi8 then 
by Theorem 4.1 either Q will be outside the closed interior of H’,.jz or pi, will 
be outside the closed interior of H”j.fJ. A similar argument applies ifPi, ra &. In 
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case f ,2 E -piz then O~~.j~ < bjs&. Then, consider the hype &“:,i,. Since this-does 
not solve the optimization problem it will have bi2zjs < bj,,]: or bjsJ4 < bjzEj3. 
However, by Theorem 2.1, in the former case it will be x(bj,dz) < x(bj3J4) and in 
the latter x(rji!llrJ) < x(b&. Either conclusion contradicts the assumption that 
both h: pos are optimal. Finally, if jt < j2 c js,< j4 then the two hypos will 
intersect each other at a point P&+1. But then, if H&t coincides with either W’, Jz 
or Hi...k it will be x(bjld2) < x(bj+ja) or x(bjJ&) < x(bjg.jz), respectively. and the 
conclusion_is that the two hypos considered cannot be both optimal. Therefore, 
it will be bk+l < bh.jz < bJ3d4 or bj,j, < bjs.14 < bn_.+, or bj,n < bkil < bjs+j4* In 
the first CEX it will be x(b& c x(bjs,) and in the second x(br,.,,j < x(bj,. jt. 
So, again the two hypos cannot both be optimal. In the third case we have that 
&+ 1 contains all the k points plus P k+r in the closure of its interior :and is better 
than the two s~ppa~edly optimal Hj,, and Ni,,j4 for the set of k points a fact 
that constitutes a ~ontmdi~t~o~ itself! So, we cannot have &vo optimal hypos 
Ki,dz and H’s.ja* Since the examination of all possible cases has been exhausted 
the uniqueness of the optimal hypo is established. Cl 
Remark. A remark similar to the one made after Theorem 4.1 car also be made 
here and can be explored so that to determine the optimal hypo it may not be 
necessary to go through all possible hypes of Theorem 5.2. For example, if the 
hype 6, .jv of the two points I$. I$, 1 < jt < j:! < k, that are not consecutive 
ones contains all the inte~edia~e points Pi? j = jl + 1, jt + 2,. . . . jz - 1, in the 
closure of its interior then all intermediate points can be discarded. 
We conclude this section by presenting the algorithm that solves th; many- 
point problem. As one can observe this algorithm is a systematic extension of 
Algorithm 2 and is in complete ans!ogy to the one developed by Young and 
Eidson [27J for p = 2 (see also [2Sj, [7]). 
Algorithm 3. ~u~y-~(~~n~ problem 
Given the (polar) coordinates of k ( 3 3) points pi in the last (2p)-ant. Sup- 
pose that these k points satisfy relationships (5.1) as well as bu,, < 1. 
*vokr *- - 0; .r,ld := 1; I := 1; 
aguin: yncw := 1; 
for j := r-t1 step 1 tokdo 
Determine Nlj( bti) ; 
if ynew > bfj then 
S := j; ynew := b/s; 
endif; 
en&: 
DeJermine fii,@ ) ; 
if bt K yoid 0~ “,I > ynew then 
Determine .c!,: (z xe c~.~~~~ndii~g to His); 
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A number of nine selected numerical examples have been worked out by 
applying Algorithm 2 for Examples l-3 and Algorithm 3 for Examples 4-9. 
For Examples l-3, X- = 2, for Examples 4-6, k = 3, for Examples 7-8. k - 4, 
and k = 5 for Example 9, as these are shown in Table 2. In each case p = 3 and 
the points pi,j= I,2 ,..., k, are given by their polar coordinates. In all the 
examples the points involved satisfy all the basic assumptions of Theorem 4.1, 
for k = 2, and of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 fork 3 3, so, if one applies the steps of 
the preliniinary procedure of Section 5 none of the points in any of the ex- 
dmples will be discarded. 
As is illustrated in Table 2, its fourth column gives the optimal hype A of 
the set of points in each case. In the other columns, some of the main elements 
of the optimal hypo fi and of the associated optimal SOR method are also 
presented. 
More specifically: In Ex. (Example) 1, & contains Pz in the closure of its 
interior and by Theorem 4.1 it is the optimal hype. Jn Ex. 2, & does not 
contain Pz in the closure of its interior while & does contain Pi and is therefore 
the optimal hype. In Ex. 3, neither & or I%. contains the other poict in th; 
closure of its interior. So, by Theorem 4.1, Hf.2 is the optimal hypo. Jn Ex. 4, 
from Algorithm 3, it is found out that & contains the other two points in the 
closure of its interior and, by Theorem 5.2, is the optimal hypo of the set of the 
three points. In Ex. 5, we have a similar case for I&. In Ex. 6, none of $81, &. I& 
contains the other two points in the closure of its interior. So, the optimal hypo 
is sought among HI .z, Z&3 and Ij2.3. Algorithm 3 suggests that each ofH1.3 and 
Hz.3 either it does not contain the other two points in the closure of its interior 
2 Pt (0.9. - jy 
fyO.8. - 3) 
2 P, (0.60. - $) 
&(0.65. - 2, 
3 Pi (0.95. - 3) 




3 P, (0.70. - fi, 
&(.7S. - $1 
IqO.80. -Q 
3 PI iO,70, - 4%) 
~,(hc. -tj’ 
fg.55. -4) 
4 P, (0.70. ‘- 6, 
fg.75. - 8) 
&(0.85. -g 
&(0.84. - 3, 
4 P, (0.88. - $1 
P#.90. - +, 
f$( I .oo. - $1 
PJ~f.01.-i) 
5 P, (0 72. - fi, 
P,jC.7C. - $, 
&(0.75. - 2) 
&(0.80. - 5) 




0.897710 0.913959 0.899913 0.993463 0 28789 
C.618582 0.690950 O.iW’tf. n Ok<‘!? f! I?68630 
0.9SZ684 0.~79668 0.947.Ml I .O,tMti C.849;’ 1 t; 
0.9&X244 1 393% ._ __ 0.967~~~ OX?6981 0.905358 
0.69&729 C.K?fs I& 0.737494 0.965992 WCl IX 
0.7 102~7 O.S430:! I 0.649520 1.03656 0.174017 
0.719811 1.Q1246 0.793I3C 0.915713 0.498921 
0.882038 I .06356 0.9C5430 O.WO745 0.742743 
0.7 1402 1 0.84398 1 0.75 1430 0.9~60~ 0.424293 
or ifit does the corresponding value for.+) is greater than x(hl.:). By Theorem 
5.1, I#,.: is then the optimal hypo of the set of the three points. Similar cases to 
the three previous examples are the remaining cases in Exs. 7-Q. 
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